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FORSALE

SINGER FUTURA ZIGZAG scwlog machine. Top
of the L~ne. Slightly used but still under warranty.
Automatic bobbln winder, has computerized buttonholer' und uoe.s hundreds of fancy stitches.
2/7
Regularly $800, now $ISO cash. 294-8755,
WOMEN'S SUEDE JACKET si" 13/14. Good
condition. $40.268-0015
2/6
DEL.UXE MJCROWA VE LARGE oveJI tou~hmatic,
probe, memory; No dowQ payment, assume small
monthly payments. 2684393, .
2/13
HAN!JMADE KNOTTY PINE. Tao.1 bed couch,
beauuful, 6ft. long, foam pad, $300,765-5726. 217
OLIN SKI BOOTS. Brand new, IOVz. Make offer.
294-0840,
211

Clnssifieds

SLEEPING BAO. EDDIE BAUER Karakorum 2D,F. mummy. Right for cnmpcrs, backpackers, 277·
2/7
5039; 243-1985.
PAPA·SAN CHAIR $!W or best offer. Contact Tect..
at277-4610 or 292·0523 after 5,
2110
.. MEN'S 3-SPD. BIKE, good condition, $35, 2472778.
.
216.
1,974 VE<;JA STATIONWAGON, clean, air, radial
ttres. Askmg$1300. 266-~Sl,.evenings.
217
1975 MUSTANG II MACH I, 4-speed V-6 low
mileage, good .shape. $2650. Call Jay 8-5 s77-5340,
2/7
•

FOR REPAIR BILL, zig-zag sewing machine makes
buttonholes, embroiders, darns. Blind stitches
without attachments, $27.,50 and take machine. 26621t3

5871.

DOWN PAYMENT S~nsui receiver, 100 watts,
casseue. or 8 track player. Fronolic 6-way speaker,
magnetic turntable, assume small monthly payments.
266-lRll
2/13
,JO Y.E.AR GUARANTEE unJ;laimed layaway, color
telev1s1on. Brand new guarant~e, do down payment,
small monthly payments until balance is paid off.
266-5872,
2/13

No

I.

PERSONALS
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con-

trat.:cption, .st.:rillzation, abortion. Right to Choose,
294-0171.

2/15

BEGINNING WEAVING CLASS starts Feb. 8.
Weavers Studio, 20l Stanford SE, 26J.9HJO,
216
LINDA, I LOVE YOU. Please reconsider. Chuck,

2/6

THE

AMERICAN

DOLLAR

has

deprcci:Ued

considerably against Lhc German Mark, Thi~ .will
cause Birkcnstocks to Increase in prfcc $3/pr. starting
Peb, 13. Blrkcnstocks now 20% off old price until
Feb, II at Wild Rose, 2916 Central SE, 266-9946.
21 I 0

DR. HARNICK IS INTERESTED in locating
children from 9-36 monlhs of age to participate in a
study on play. lf you arc. interested, please call 2774209.
2110
BE A CLOWN. Classes In magic, juggling, mime,
puppets with Michael Anthony, 265-7465.
217
CONTACTS17 POLISHING & SOLUTIONS, Casey
Optical Company, 2SS·B736.

'.

tfn

FOUND: THURSDAY MORNING on 7 am in·
• coming NE Heights bus-lady's glove. Claim Rm. lOS
Marron Hall.
tfn

FIND YOURSELF in tl1e PCacc Corps, Ortega 233,
277-5907,
ss

3.SERVICES
LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now.
Call PENM 842-5200.
tfn
YOU'LL NEED INSURANCE someday so stan now
. when it costs Jess. Metropolitan Representative
LeRoy Ortit, 265-8463.

218

TYPING, 1st QUALITY, 883-7787.
FAST TYPING 266-3953.

UNM BOOKSTORE RETURNS POLICY: Last day
for full refund February II. l) Books must be in
original condition, 2) You must have cash receipt! 3)
You must present studentlD.
2110
VOLVO REPAIR. CALL Mike, 247-9083.
2/10
INCOME TAX PREPARATION Forms 1040-A $l,
1040$7.l0. Lollie, 265-3149.
. 2110
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. 821-7905.
2110

KEVIN, SEE YOU at the University or Iowa. Lindll'.
2/6
INCOME TAX PREPARATION. In house service,
FIRST LESSON FREE. Flat-picking or classical.
reasonable rates. Tom 243-7387.
2110
Experienced teacher. Private lessons. Call Marc at t..
TYPING EXPERIENCED. ENGINEERING, in&MMusicStudio:241-8158.
2/10
surance, legal, medical, statistical. Call266-4770.
KNOW SOMETHING THAT might make a good
2/10
news story? Call the LOBO news tip 'twtline, 277TYPING MA ENGLISH. Campus delivery. 2962110
l656.
8564.
3/20
ALBUQUERQUE JOURNAL ONLY JOe, Americao
CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS: Segqvia method.
cigarettes 48c, ellery morning at Pipe & Tobacco
Beginners welcome. 266·9291.
2128
Road, VJ block from UNM. 107 Cornell SE, M-F 9-6
QA
TYPING
SERVICE.
A
complete
typing
and
Ut\d Sat. 10-5.
.
2/17
editoria~ system, Tf!chnicat, genera'• \ega\. medica\.
FRESH CIGARS-AT PRICES you can Dfford.
scholastic, Cham & tables. 345-2125.
4129
Available at Pipe & Tobacco Road. i07B Cornell SE.
REASONABLE
TYPING
SERVICE.
Call268-4917.
218
2/9
PHOTOGilAPHY CLASSES FORMING: Short
EDITORIAL SERVICE AND WRITING assistance.
intensive courses in shooting black·and·whhe, color.
265-1164.
2/6
Lcnrn a permanent, valuable skill. Small groups
designed to suit your present knowledge: absolute
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric} and
beginners or intermediates. Special sessiom in outH
now 3-minute Passport Photos. No appointment,
door portraiture, natur~: & scenics, sports action.
265-8515.
JFn
Intensive darkroom instruction if requested.
Reasonable tuition. Groups fill up quickly so call
soon for information. A·Pilotographer, 1717 Girard
NE. 26l-2444.
2110
CARYL D., I LOVE YOU. Orlaodo.
2/6
PERSON WANTED TO SHARE two bedroom
iHE HOPE OF GLORY! free admission rock • mobile home five miles from campus. Junior, senior,
grad preferred, .$80. Call Jim, 266-79.35.
217
concert. Saturday nite, February I 1th, 7:00 at The
Christian Center, 12121 Copper NE near Juan Tabo.
TWO FEMALES WANTED to share 3-bdrm house.
211 0
Clean, non-smoking. Around Feb. 25th. 268-0183
IT'S YOUR MAGAZINE! Contribute art,
artcrS pm.
217
~photography, prose, poetry, etc. to UNM•s creative
COMMUTING WOMAN: DO you want to share
works magazine-Conceptlons-SoUihweSt, Room 105
furnished llouse durjng week? Excellent neighMarron Hall or UNM Box 20. Deadline February 28.
borhood. Walk to UNM. 255-0233, evenings, S90.00.
t fn
2/8
PERRY'S PIZZA (ACROSS from lhc UNM). We ~CC;;A:i;M:;;p>iuO<s;";siip;<E;;:c:CrA;;;L;-.-:o:;:ic:::;cl;::y;::Fu::r:;ni"-sh::e:;d7).-.:b:;dr::m:-,~SJ;-;1;:-0,
Deliver. Cali843-97SO.
2/10
utilities paid. Call262.. 1751, Valley Rentals, S30 fee.
21 I 0
MARY, CARRARO'S CHANGED the meou, but
don't worry they're still serving those great pizzas, i'BiiiiK~Eii-:;T:;;O;-Cr;L;-A;;;S;;S;-.rc;;:le::a~o-::s::;ol;:;id;-cl;--b;::d;::rm=-,~Sl;-;4~5-;bc;il;;:ls
heroes and salads. They've added businessman's
paid. Cal1262-l151, Valley Rentals, $30 fte.
'2110
lunches, sandwiches, dinners and <:vcn a lo-cal plate. $100 CAMPUS 1-BDRM. Large fenced yard utilities
It seems like they have seating for a hundred. If you included. Call262·17SI, Valley Rentals, $30 fee. 2/10
can•t make it during !he day, 1'11 buy you dinner or a
snack some night. They're open until midnight on SE 1-BDRM HOME, fenced yards-, kids, pets
weekdays and I am on weekends, so if you gei a welcome, SIOO. Cull 262·1751, Valley Rentals. $30
chance give me a call and we'll make a date. Nick. 217' fee.
2/10
IT'S THE PLANETS for your dancing pleasure at GOOD NE 4·RM DUPLEX. KidS, pets OK, $130.
Ned's, dance •tiJ2 am this we~k.
2/6 Ca11262-1751, Valley Rentals, S30 fee.
2110
IT 1S ABOUT CHOICE. You get to expand the areas ROOMMATE WANTED TO share 3-bdrm apartof aliveness in your life: health. love, satisfaction, mcnt.S105plusutilitles.Call255-7674.
2/6
happiness, and full self-expression. Or, you can be NEEDED ROOMMATE TO share a furnished 3where you arc right now. INSIGHT TRAINING. The bdrm _house, swimming pool, $100. After 6:00 call
weekend experience of your life. Call John 1·9 pm, 299-1308, Mike.
218
Monday thru Fridayl 298-7549.
217 WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? We do the cooking &
cleaning, you do the studying. 303 Ash NE, 243-2831.
216

4.

2.

LOST&FOUND

LOST CAT, LAROE grey-brown-black long haired,
nuffy tailed, :~;hart legg(!d male, no collar, named
Riley. Gone since Jan. 25 from area Ash and Silver.
Please call247-2697 if found.
2/10

HOUSING

ROOMMATE NEEDED. CALL 266-9222, $80.00
monthly.
2/10
ROOMMATE WANTED: BEAUTIFUL house in
Corrales, non·smoker, prefer graduate student
working person,$ j 35, 898~7798.
2/8

ORCA
·~-

2124
2/t4

The Office of Research
and Consumer Affairs of
RSUNm invites _you to call
or drop b_y with an_y consume( problems, landlordtenant problems, complnints, bitches, gripes,
heado.ches, o,- heart-·
breaks. For help or more
information contact ORCA,
Room 251 in the SUB. 277-

2336

1978 KIRBY CLASSIC Ill, commercial model with
lifetime factory warranty,
take over small payments. 266-5871.
211.3
ELECTRONIC IGNITION SPECIALS good rhru
Febrtlnry, Delta Mark JOB $39.95; Megaspark 400
$42.95; Tiger SST· $34.95, 268·5490. Electronic
Ignition Sales.
2117
~hag r.ake nnd attachments,

1960 PONTIAC CATALINA. Body and engine
good. $750,00, negotiable, 243~73871eave message,

219
MOPEDS FROM $399, Vespa Scooters; Vespa,
Peugeot, Hercules, Batavus Mopeds, Service & ac-.
ce.ssories. J .J. Moped, 3222 Central SE, 268-3949 219

6.

TDDAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Robust
energy
4 Lend----to
9 Was partial
to
·; 4 Exist
1p Battle of the

dent
UNITED Feature SyNdicate
46 Rhyming
Puzzle Solved:
works
47 Egypt.
sacred bull
49 Mineral
suffix
50 Noun suffix
51 Georgia---52 Females
16 Growing
54 Force out
outward
58 Metric unit
1 7 Hairdo
. 60 Animal
19 Skin disenclosure
eases
61 -----Squad
62 Permit
20 Steel"mill
64 Friction
. 66 Answer
product
21 Tra~sportatio(,t 67 Try for ofmeans
lice again
received
words
22 Andiron
68 Three:
11 Australian 42 Lose
23 Cervine
Italian
marsupials
moisture: 2
69 Remitter
animal
12 French
words
70 Flow
24 Essential oil
season
45 Fertility
26 Mutilate
71 Extremity
13 ---Moines
goddess
29 Fox
18. Muzzle-_ ' 46------TuesDOWN
31 Diamond:
loading canday
Siang
non
53--·--- no us·
.32 Ending for
1 Lacking
24 Lymphoid
Confiden-·
div or lnv
spirit
trssuemass
tialiy
33 Condition of
2 Ms, Bordoni 25 Exp.enences 55 Join in marlife agam
riage
3 Blend
36 Organism
together
27 Crux
56 Express
38 Ending for
contempt
4 Blind as-·-~- 28 Comes upon
dep or imp
30 Of the ear 57----- down5 Sister
39 Former
6 Select for
33 Musical key
Modified ·
English
office
34 Lie on a
59 Pitcher
coins
slant
61 Restrain
7 Akin on the
41 Disappeared
father's side 35 In a current 62 Horned
gradually: 2
8 Went back
manner
viper·
words
over
37 Lo~k
63 Mauna--43 Trim
.9 Soft met~ I
qbltquely
65 Be in opera44 Female stu10 ·Money
40 Spaced: 2
lion
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stage, but nevertheless Leonard
Nimoy was a commanding
presence.

1.~

.

After being welcomed with a
rousing round of applause, he
reacted in the typical Star TJek
manner, "Thank you," he said,
"You're a very emotional bunch of
humans."

·~~w

.e were professional
ac~ors, not a bunch of
•
guys getting together 1n
funny suits." .•.·

Nimoy 'Q"~ifrgs
'Am·ok time'To Popejoy

Nimoy spent the first half hour
of the evening exploring various
~:~spects of science fact and fiction.
In short order, he came around
to the Star Trek phenomena, and
·stressed the fact that it was still
alive I 0 years after it ceased being
broadcast on network television.

I

I'
I

i

I;

He called Star Trek a community
project, made good by the entire
group, "We' were professional
actors, not a bunch of guys getting
together in funny suits."
Nimoy explained how and when
certain things came to be used in the
series, things like the FSNP
(famous Spack nerve pinch) which
was initiated in an episode called
"The Enemy Within."
The first Vulcan hand salute
came into being in the episode
called "Amok Time," an episode
where "Spock was in heat," Nimoy
said.

EMPLOYMENT

PAR.T-TIME JpB: SALES, flexible hours, good pay,
Poss1ble full-time summer. Call Phil Franczyk, CLU.
883-l360.
2/17

Nimoy said the effect Star Trek
had on his life was "all positive."
He characterized his fellow
crewmen aboard the Enterprise in
such ways as "Captain Queeg, I
mean captain Kirk," and "in
stumbles Dr. McCoy."
Nimoy briefly mentioned his
other endeavors which range from
films to broadway shows. He
focused on his books of poetry,
reading excerpts frorr1 them.

LBDnard Nimoy

?e indentified with anybody, Spack

IS • th~ best guy; humble, cool,
sc1ent1 fie, handsome."

He read another selection which
dealt with happiness and joy for

people. The audience seemed to
As tlie evening wound to a close, enjoy his performance and awarded
Nimoy again turned to his books of him another round of applause.
poetry.

period. Most of the questions dealt
with the Star Trek series, the people
and the characters they portrayed.
As he walked off the stage,
Nimoy has published three, ·
Of Spack, Nimoy said, "I never
Nimoy
stopped and faced the
saw the character as a problem. "You and I," "Will I Think of
audience
just long enough to say,
Spack has provided many op- You" and "We Are All Chiidren
"Live long and prosper."
portunities for me, If you have to Searching For Love."

··:
•

DAILY

•.•

• . '.-4 ··-

' .:· .•

• '.

There is enough stone in the
Gmat Pyramid of Cheops in
Egypt to build a wall around
all of France.

Tuesday, February 7, 1978

MENI-WOMEN! JOBS ON SHIPS! American,
Foreign. No experience required, Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel. Summer job or career. Send $3.00
for information to SEAFAX, Dept. G-10, Box 2049,
Pott Angeles, Washington 98362.
2/10
STUDENT SPOUS~ WITH SEWING experience
wanted for part-lime employment. Bcmina Sewing
Machine Company, 268-9176.
2/6

Reactions to BurgerlnvasionVary

MISCELLANEOUS

"I think it is terrible that McDonald's and
Burger King are moving into the neighborhood. They encourage rotten eating. I'd
like to see more small businesses which serve
better food and are better for the community," said freshman Carol Kight-Fyfe, in
response to an informal survey.
Reactions to the two proposed hamburger
businesses ranged' from apathy to strong
opposition to equally strong support.
Twenty UNM students were ask~d their
reactions to the two businesses. All except
one were in some fast-food eaterv. which

CHEAP WATERBEDSJ Water Trips $89.95 buys
you 1) dark walnut stained frame, 2) safety liner, 3)
foam comrort pad, 4) any size mattress with 3-year
guarantee: SB9.95, 3407 Central NE. 255~2289. 2/23
DANCEIJ FEBRUARY 19,1978, 3pm-7pm
American Legion Hall, 1201 Mountain Rd. NE.
~usic by .spinning Wheel 1 $6 a couple, $3 single
2110
tickets available al all Ticketmastcr location.~.
SELF-HYPNOSIS WORKSHOP, Friday Feb. 1 llh
from 7:00-9:30 pm and Saturday 10:00 am-5:00pm,
Cost $30.00, students $20.00. Phone 262-0066 or 266-

W

~\r;

included Italian Fatso's, the SUB Tio Vivi,
Frontier Restaurant and the Posh BageL
Eleven students said they were for the
McDonald's and Burger King moving in the'
neighborhood. Eight were against the
business and one person said she didn't care.
The strength of supporters varied from a
"Why not? Everybody's got to make a
buck,'' to a more enthusiastic show,
"It think it's great that there's a
McDonald's coming, as long as they're open
24 hours. They're faster, cheaper and have
better food," said David Kroth, a

\
,...

..
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~ Student Activities~
Presents

VIDEOTAPES

~~~

Starring

WASSRffiATA U. csullwlnkle)
nnd
EXCERPTS
.

!
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FROm SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER
FEATURING John Trnvoltn & the Bee Gees
Feb. 6-12

10-3 pm D~lly
In ffie1c. Lounge In The H.E. C01net Of The Sub
ACliCl>U Fro• Ptonto•
A Stude<~t Activities Ptoductlon

J

sophomore.
His two friends, Jerry Wood and Brad
Booth, both voiced similar opinions.
Junior Diane Kannolt said, "I'm glad
they're moving in because it'll be easy to get
a quick lunch."
Kevin Maschhoff, a sophomore, agreed,
saying, "They'll jam up a traffic a little more
but that won't bother me."
For the opposition, Steven Sullivan, a sohpomore, said, "I'm against junk food and
against national chains. I'd rather see the
little local food businesses but I don't think

we can stem the tide. It's going to happen,"
Joe Sorroche, a freshman, said, "It seems
like all the hamburgers taste the same. I
don't think it's a very good idea."
A part time student and staff member of
the biology department, Caryn McHarney
said, "I'm not for Mcdonald's. I think
variety is the spice of life. McDonald's and
Burger King will push all the other businesses
out."
The apathy movement was represented by
freshman Sony Taylor's comment, "I don't

care."

By JANE QUESNEL
LOBO Staff Writer

.....

,~~

Audience reaction to the varied
program seemed good as Nimoy
was continualy interrupted by
applause.
For the last hour, Nimoy conducted a question and answer

New Mexico

CAMPUS ORGANIZER: TRAVEL to NM campuses to establish public interest research groups. Car
and organizing experience essential. Fifteen to twenty
hours per week, Feb-May, $3.25-$3.50 per hour plus
some expenses. Deadline is Feb. 8; Send resume or
experience description to NMPJRG, PO Box 4564,
Albuquerque, 87106. 277·2757. Minorities, women
and students encouraged to apply.
211

IH~

.

~.-' · .r·:::•'~Y~e
did n!~.hs:~:fp~i~.·~:~ ears or
"··' · ' green skin, as he walked out on

PART TIME EMPLOYMENT for people who like
people, Work as little as 3 hrs. per week, or more.
Call 299-0401 for more information.
212

8.

SPECIAL
CQLLECTIONfl

Albuquerque pantomimist Michael Anthony and the
mouth of the tiger.

(EDITOR'S NOTE:) This is the second of a two-part series on
Albuquerque's leading clown, juggler and pantomime Michael
Anthony. Anthony will be teaching a course on clowning beginning
Feb. 8.)
As a drama major, Michael Anthony spent two years at the
University of Iowa, but. then dropped out.
Moving to Albuquerque seven years ago, Anthony more or less
"fell" into the newpaper business. While working as an ad saleman to
support himself, he learned promotions and layout techniques.
For a year he did his own publication, Sunshower, as well as
publishing Michael Anthony's Two-bit Library of Magic and Unusual
Facts.
All this, however, remained a sideline, a way to keep alive while
pursuing his magic, After three years in the newspaper business,
Anthony realized it was taking all his time, and "it just didn't feel
right." So, four years ago, Michael Anthony began the struggle of
supporting himself solely through performing.
Anthony went to California to learn the art of street performing,
He worked the Renaissance Fair and there met some people who had
been through the Ringling Brothers School of Clowning, and had
traveled with the circus for a year. From them he learned the pantomine, big-arena, Emmett Kelly type of clowning.
Returning to Albuquerque, Michael Anthony became friends with
his future partner Michael McCormick, a sculptor turned puppeteer.
McCormick went to England to study Punch and Judy, and brought
the techniques back with him, Anthony found it a whole new realm of
theater and began to study all aspects, from construction to performance, with McC•rmick.
Puppetry is the central core ofthe act which "McCormick's Matchbox Circus" presents, Victorian in flavor, the troupe consists of
AJ1lhony, "Professor" McCormick, and "Snake Little," McCor·
mick's 12 year old son, Sean,
"Right now," said Anthony, "Sean helps h1s father with the
puppets in the back of the puppet booth, and introduces the show, He

He
Clowns
For
Laughs
Not for
Money

[cant on page Sl
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Alleged Strangler Writes MayfJt
LOS ANGELES (UP I) - Mayor
Tom Bradley disclosed Monday
that he had received a letter from a
man indicating he is the "Hillside
'Strangler" of 12 young women and
wishes to surrender himself and "a
friend" to the Mayor's office.

Bradley declined to say why he
considered the letter 'genuine, but
said he wanted to give the writer
assurance that he could surrender
to his office, not to the police, with
no fear for his safety.
_ The Mayor called a special news

";(

Covered

"'

~

~

N

~

p..,

·W~ragon

HAYAY SHALOM

.Recorded Message
Phone 296·8568

·.

Mahrs ~f lland.Mocle
· . htdl.an )oi;.,elry. · ·
OLDTOWN

PRONTO
Today's Special

conference to' announce the latest
development in the bizarre case in
which 12 victims, ranging in age
from 12 to 28. have been sexually
molested and killed in the same
fashion since last Sept. 9. The last
victim was found Dec. 14.
The mayor made the statement,
lasting less than two minutes, and
then declined to answer any
questions.
· A reporter asked why Bradley
and the police had reason to believe
the letter was "genuine."
"I thought it wa~ understood I
would answer no' questions,"
Bradley said. ~'You can understand
the delicate nature of the
situation."
Bradley said the letter was
postmarked Jan.!9, the day that
Assistant Police Chief Daryl Gates
declared at a news conference that

the person or persons responsible
for the killings would be caught and
calling on anyone involved to
surrender.
"The writer said he wanted to
turn himself and a friend in only to
the Mayor's office, not to police,"
he said.
The writer also indicated he
would forward a "certain item",
after receiving assurances of his
safety, Bradley said.
The Mayor advised the writer to
mail the item to him and to address
the envelope exactly as the original
was addressed so that he can be
assured he is receiving the information from the same individual.
Gates scheduled another news
conference for Tuesday morning to
discuss the new development and
other aspects of the case.

Los Angeles Police established a
93-member task force in November
in the biggest manhunt since the
1969 Tate-LaBianca murders by the'
Charles Manson "family." It
produces hundreds of leads but no
solid suspects. Many of the "tips"
turned out to be the work of
cranks.
. Bradley's statement was· believed
aimed at bringing out new information in the case even if the
letter is not genuine.
"If the individual responsible for
these murders did not write the Jan.
19 letter, the Mayor neverthless
wants it to be known that his office
will take all the necessary
precautions to insure the complete
safety of the actually involved
individual or individuals, should
they surrender," a statement from
Bradley's office said.

Lobos
Make
it
Happen
with
style!
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IN@w ffi®:n:ko ijJiiill©n food Servlc<a>

Glass I•otes
MoWit

J•ine tar
Regula.rPrlee
Package Price

881,-5223
--

6307 Menan) NE

Sat. •
9:00-2:00

New Location
to service UNM

Ariz. St._ UTEP*_

UCLA_ Calif.*_

·~~~~~~~-------•
Virginia_ Duke*_

NEW YORK (UPI) - Columbia
Pictures
President
David
Begelman, under fire for misusing
more than $60,000 of his company's funds and accused of embezzling about $100,000 from Judy
- Garland, resigned Monday, saying
his problems were hurting the
company.
It was not known immediately
who would replace Begelman,
whose resignation was effective
immediately. Begelman will become
an independent producer.
Begelman, whose salary was
$300,000, admitted he took $61,008

in company funds "through improper means" since being made
president four years ago, including
cashing a $10,000 check made out
to actor Cliff Robertson.
He apologized, repaid the money
and was reinstated after a 10-week
suspension. The film company said
he had been the victim of
"emotional problems."
No charges were filed against
Begelman. Robertson said he would
not press charges but would testify
if there were a trial.
Begelman has been accused by
Sid Lu ft, Judy Garland •s former
husband, of embezzling around
$100,000 from the late singer while

Wol'\ert

KUNM-FM, in an effort to provide increased service
to the people of New Mexico, is attempting to affiliate
with National Public Radio (the radio eqivalent of Chan:
nelS's PBS affiliation). Programs from NPR cover a wide
range of information and music; these programs arc
currently not being heard in Albuquerque and Northern
New Mexico. National Public Radio would be a valuable
addition to the"New Mexico airwaves.
In order to bring National Public Radio to New
Mexico, KUNM must continue to receive our current
level of funding from ASUNM and GSA. If you support
KUNM and NPR please take a minute to fill in the
coupon below. Send it to either ASUNM or GSA or drop
it by the Information Desk in the SUB.
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We.cl. Fe'c 8.

1 the Baha'i Faith
1
call: 242-4604

Thanks,
The Staff of KUNM

--------------Dear .ASUNM/GSA,
Please continue to _support KUNM so
that they will be able to bring National

Begelman . denied Luft's accusations and is now suing Luft and
New West and New York
Magazines for several million
dollars damages because of articl~s
which contained Luft's charges.

Public Radio to Albuquerque.

_______________________
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Publications of the Unlvcrsl'tyofNew Mexico,

and Is, not financially associated with UNM.
Second clnss po.~tage paid at Albuquerque,
New Mexico 87131. Sttbscrlptlon rate is
$10.00 for the academic year,
The Oplnf~n.\ cxprCs.scd on the editorial
pages o£ The Drllly Lnbo arc those o( thi'
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The Just Right
After ... place
Contest Rules
Each Tuesday lhe Daily Lobo will publish lhe Lobo
Basketball Contest for members of the Univers1ty
community. To win 1 contt-sfants rnust pick the win·
ner of each college game listed in each sponsor's
ad. In -the event of a tie the entrant coming closest to
the score of the Lobo game listed at the bottom left
hand corner of the page will win. Contestants are
limited to one entry per week. The completed page
comprises your entry form and il may be taken to
University Dairy Queen, 2300 Central SE; Golden
Fried Chicken, 1830 Lomas NE; Tlo VIvo Cashiers,
Main Floor ollho SUB; or I hoy may be dropped oil al
lhe Dally Lobo. Winners Will be announced In the
folfowing week's contest. First place prize will be a
$25 gift certlllcato, second place a $15 giH cor·
tlllcato and the third place prize will be a $5 giH cor·
tlllcate. Winners can pick up lhelr gilt certificates
• for one week following the announcement.
Decisions of the judges are final. Daily Lobo staff
and afflllales are ineligible. Deadline Is Thursday At
5:00 .
.

Official
Entry Form

Week's
Winners
1. Sandra Medina
2. Gilbert Montoya
3. Eric Ebia

l

I

Tie Breaker
Score

After the game, the perfect
last stop for
late dinner.
dancing
&a nig~tcap

Name ________________
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone no. ________________

Big Valley Ranch Co.
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8904 Menaul NE

299-9517
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Last

Vol. 82 361401
No. 89
the New Me<lco Dallv Lob J I• published

Monday through Friday every regul11r week
of the University )lear and weekly during the
surnnier session by the Board of Student

... from·
bankers

765-5230

Colo. St._ BYU *_
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with a

1419 Central NE 243-1746
(2 blocks west of Galles)
4019 4th NW 344-1621.

Muriel
Takes
Office

1 more information about

II

Arkansas_ Texas A&M*_

2706 Central S.E.

he was her manager.

Minnesota - the only woman in
the Senate and only the;: 12th in
history.
Mrs. Humphrey, wife of the late
Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey, took
the oath of office succeeding her
husband in a brief, emotional
ceremony.
More than half the Senate was
present. Many members of her
family, including some of her 10
grandchildren, watched from the.
packed galleries.
Vice President Walter Mondale
- a Humphrey protege and close
friend
administered the
traditional oath of offtee, reading
from a typewritten card.
In a soft voice, Mrs. Humphrey,
her right hand raised, gave her
response. Mondale embraced and
kissed her. She received a standing
ovation.

401 WyomingNE265-7981

A member ollh• DSI flmlly.

h e a r t , and the 1
mountain, aud the I
refuge, and the eave, I
and the valley, and
the laud, and the
sea, and the island,
and the meadow
where mention of
God hath been made
WASHINGTON (UPI)
land His p r a i s e
Muriel Humphrey was sworn in
I glorified"
Monday as a U.S. Senator from

- Baha'u' llah
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Student Net Price
Tl 30 SP . . . . .
18.65
TI 2550-II . . . . . 25.45
SR 51-II . . . . . . 50.95
TI 58......... 99.95
TI 59 ......... 249.95
BA • . . . . . . . . . 29.75
MBA ......... 67.95

student
"point
of view

Leo Jaffe, chairman of the board
of Columbia Pictures' parent
company, Columbia Picture
Industries Inc., said that after the
company's initial investigation and
reinstatement of Begelman, "We
had every reason to believe that
Columbia could then get back to its
business on a normal basis."
He said, however, "Despite there
r.•ui~;"ed.-~the-;p";,t, being no new information, rumors
and speculation continued to be
I and the house, and
the eity, and the 1 reported in the press.
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helps around, carries stuff and packs things up; he's apprenticing. But
he's really interested in theater and now's a good time to start.
.·"When I work the puppet show with Michael, I work on the outside. I'n;t called t~e 'bawler,' and I kind of go between the puppets and
the audience. I mtroduce the puppets, and I get the audience to
responsf. I haven't really had a lot of experience behind the booth
We're ~oing to b~ ?oing some things in the future that hopefully wili
put me m that position."

~

Cl·
0

u

';(
0

:2:

Clowns

Bite tlle Apple

'
Recently
the "Matchbox Circus" completed a television movie
based on a. show they_put on at the State Fair, which incidentally ,.gave
Anthony his only behmd-the-scenes experience with puppets thus far.

We are tired as everyone else is of reading about the never-ending
woes of New York City's financial wizards.
<r
You'll recall two years ago when the city hover\)d on the brink of
~
"' financial disaster after years of spend-thrift policies. New York's
o.. . problems were furthe.r compounded by former Mayor John Lindsay and
his continuous cowering to the city's iabor unions.
DESPITE SOME NOTABLY LOUD VOICES from around the
country, New York City was able to solve its problems with some help
from its state and federal friends and instituted a number of belttightening measures. Among these were the end to the free city college
plan and another hike in subway and bus fares.
Now the city finds more auditing blunders and is dancing
dangerously close to that bankruptcy cliff again.
What more can be done?
Many from around the country say that New York caused this mess,
now let them sit in it for awhile. The old argument goes that if the city is
continually bailed out by the federal government, that it will never learn
fisca I responsibility.
WHILE WE AGREE THAT NEW YORK 'HAS CAUSED most of its
own problems with generous retirement plans for city workers and
noble experiments such as free college, it is not entirely to blame for the
money mess,
The largest item in the city budget is welfare payments to the city's
indigent. In the pre-World War II days, welfare was a minor problem in
the nation's largest city, but when many of the South's poor returned
home from war, a northern migration to the city began and the city
couldn't handle all of the unemployed. So welfare costs soared.
The problem grows worse as the city's middle-class flock to nearby
· New Jersey and Connecticut. The migrators still earn their money in
New York, but pay a smaller chunk in city taxes.
IN NO WAY ARE WE CONDONING·New York's fiscal irresponsibility and catering to unions, but there's no way we should turn our
back on the city either.
After all, the federal government is in no position to be casting
stones.

:'It wa~ sponsored by the federal government with the whole idea of
gomg 55 miles an hours," Anthony said. "First they hired us to do a
booth at the. State Fair f~r 10 days. We did the show eight hours a day,
every 20 mmutes. We JUSt made the movie three weeks ago and
they're now in the process of selling it to stations. It's called 'K~ep It·

55.',.
McCormick plans to visit one of Anthony's classes with a lecture on
puppetry, and many other friends are planning to stop in as well.

"Cl::JJR~GE,MEN!

Anthony said:. "I have a good friend here in- Albuquerque who's
writing a book on the history of juggling, Senor Francisco. ·He's
teaching at UNM with the Honors Center, and he'll be coming in to
give a lecture. I have another friend, Bluejay the Fire-Eater, who
worked in San Francisco I 0 years ago with a lot of rock and roll
bands. He'll probably come in to give a lecture on fire-eating."
Although Anthony has been burned while perfecting a fire-eater's
techniques, the damage was slight.

'NrLL THINK OF SOM£111lf'G/''

Opinion

"I haven't been burned badly. I've been burned more drinking hot
coffee than l have fire-eating. You have to overcome your fear of fire.
It's not an illusion, you really do put the fire in your mouth and there
isn't a gimmick. It's your natural ability to withstand fire. Your body
has a natural tolerance to fire, and you have to learn what it is. With
someone who knows what they're doing guiding you, just about
anyone can learn how to do it."

DOONESBURY

Big Mac's Bad Side
by David Hysom
To begin this piece, we should examine the assertions made by the
LOBO in its editorial Monday endorsing the entrance of Burger King
and McDonalds into the University area.
The brunt of their observations center around the premise that the
emergence of the afore-mentioned businesses will be good for the
economy of the area. Now; first of all, I doubt very much that the
employment situation will increase as much as is supposed, i.e., several
hundred jobs: you can be sure, on the other hand, that any jobs made
available to university students will be minimum wage (or close to it).
Further, if you have ever had the unpleasant experience of working in a
fast-food store, I'm sure you will agree that it's a heck of a way to make
a living. We should also take into consideration the fact that an increase
in business at one store customarily leads (in spite of what the present
restaurant owners claim) to a decrease in business, hence employment,
at others.
·
A second fault of the LOBO's analysis of the economic situation lies
in their hypothesis of increased spending in the area. Who is going to
be accounting for the increase and who is it going to benefit? Surely not
students; people do not spend more just because more stores are built
- they spend more when their incomes increase, prices decrease, or
the quality of goods and services rise; this is elementary economics.
Thus, it would seem that any increase in spending in our area must
originate from outside residents. That is just great. I already can't get
across Central in the evening due to the proliferation of automobiles. It
is heartening to know that the LOBO is in favor of more of these beasts.
So much for the bulk of the LOBO's views; but are there any other
reasons for opposing the entrance of these stores? Indeed there are. To
.summarize these briefly:
1) The nutritional value of food served at Burger King and McDonalds
is lower than that served at the present stores. This means your health
(should you patronize these stores) also suffers.
2) Returning briefly to economics, a large portion of the profits of
these franchises will go out-of-state; most of the present businesses are
locally owned, so profits have a much better chance of remaining instate. Much of the equipment and supplies for the new stores will also
be purchased out of state.
'
.
3) The LOBO at least mentions the parking problem; but what about
the congestion of moving traffic which already exists at the corner of
Yale and Central? One can scarcely imagine the havoc that will be
caused by cars starting out from this intersection only to slow down
again within 50 feet to enter a parking lot. ·
In view of the above consideration, I 'strongly urge the LOBO to
reconsider its evaluation of the students' interests and their en·
dorsement of McDonalds and Burger King. There are already rumors of
a student coalition to be formed to combat McDonalds: I hope that all
students who feel as I do concerning these chain stores will likewise
make their views known.

'A' in Mudslinging
It's sad to see that the debate over the community college, which
started out as such a good idea, has been reduced to a junior high
name-calling contest with the Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce
doing most of the dirty work.
Robert Hoffman, president of the Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce, sent a letter to the Board of Regents on Jan. 24. In the letter,
Hoffman used some baffling logic to claim that UNM had been lobbying
for its position on the community college at taxpayers' expense.
Hoffman used the old song and dance about how Sandia Labs said
UNM does not set up enough technical course, when in fact, Sandia
Labs representatives have told us that UNM has been responsive.
STILL, IT WAS NOT SURPRISING to see the Chamber's reluc·
tance to do its homework, as several misspellings in the letter to the
Regents indicated. But the chamber then had th'e audacity to say UNM
President William E. Davis' ends in the maJter were self-serving and his
statements were unfounded. If there was ever a case of pot calli rig the
kettle black, this is it.
We wonder what the Chambers' efforts are, if they are not selfserving.
A Iter Regents president Henry Jaramillo responded to Hoffman's
letter, calling Hoffman's statement that UNM "wanted to become a
graduate institution" "absurd," Hoffman tucked his tail between his
legs and backed off the public fight.
WE THOUGHT IT WAS ALL OVER, but apparently sleeping dogs
don't want to lie.
In retaliation to a number of half-truths and misleading information
being spread around the legislature by "persons purportedly serving as
Chamber spokesmen," Davis issued a statement debunking the
falsehoods. The past and present chairmain of the Chamber education
committee, Jim Hudson and Joe Zanetti, did a self-righteous number in
vehemently denying that it was them spreading the information.
ALTHOUGH DAVIS AND JARAMILLO FELT COMPELLED to
answer these charges leveled at UNM, we think it would have been best
to just ignore these cheap shots in the media. They probably could've
done more for UNM's image by speaking privately with legislators
instead of fueling the fire.
The Chamber has certainly damaged its credibiltiy in these recent
matters and UNM would do bAst to ion ore them.

An Open Letter
1..080 editorial phone m-5666
LOBO Edhoriaf Staff
Ec1itOr·1n-chlef: l"im Gailagher
Managing Editor: Rebekah Szymanski
News Editor: O.M. Flynn
Photo Editor: Wendolf"T. Hunt
Sport~ l:ditor; Peter Madrit:f
Arts Editor: Geo;~e Gorumor
Copy EditOrs: Dobbie Levy, Anna Poole
Ad Manag&r: Frank Selnzar
EDITORIALS: Umligned Odltorlals roprOsent a majority opinion of the LOBO editorial board,
All other columns, cartoons, and le.tters represent tho opinion ,of the author and do not
neceasMilY refleCt tha vledW of the aditorlal board.
LETTERS: Letters to the editOr mUst be typed and signed by the author with the ,ituihor's ·
slgnatu~;o, address adn telephone numbor. Letters to tho editor should be no longer than 300
words, Only the namo ot the author Will be printftd and names will not be withheld. Alllettars
that discuss ls.sues will be prhited.
•
·oPINIONS: Opinlono must be typed and signod with tho author's name; slgnatme, address
f!_nd telephone number, Opinions should b__e_no longer than 500 word!J'; CMiy toh name of the
author will ba prlntod.and name& wlllliotbe.:Withtleld,
All Submissions became the property Of the New Mexico Dailiy LOBO ilnd'WIII be edltod
rm,IY fof length or possibly libelous ,.nntOnt. If change!' are made, the author will be cOn·
tacted.

I

Readers:
The LOBO welcomes the opportunity to print the opinions of its
readers. We view this page as a sounding board for the feelings of our
students. However, recent complaints about the handling of submissions forces us to write this clarification.
If you read the submission policy to the left of this letter, you will find
that submissions will be edited only for length and possibly libelous
content.
First, let us exa.mine length. Space limitations on this page cause us,
at times, to remove portions of letters. We try to retain the thrust of the
submission, but the expanse of some arguments sometimes causes us
to extract part of an argument. Your best bet is to say it short and sweet
(not more than 400 words).
The second reason for ·removal is libelous content. Libel can be
anything from calling a reporter "a pompous, naive, ninkompoop," to
accusing an ASUNM senator of embezzling student funds. Such
statements will be removed from letters.
The Editors

Michael Anthony is finally where he wants to be~ with a whole life
ahead of him, in which to expand his knowledge and acquire new
techniques. While performing can be a mentlll drain, more often
Anthony finds it to be the reverse.
"Mostly it's an uplifting experience. If you're performing for an
audience, you send out a certain energy; you want to make them
laugh. When they laugh that all comes back amplified, and you send it
back again. It's an experience that gets you higher. l think that's the
incentive that has driven me onward, to continue doing this. It certainly hasn't been ~he money."
Anthony's students may get a brief taste of that energy, that exchange of love, as they cover all types of clowns that make that exchange possible, - str~et clowns, circus clowns, movie clowns, and
theater clowns. Besides meetng many people involved in the
profession, there will also be a film night during which a Charles
Chaplin film, "The Immigrants," and a Buster Keaton movie will be
viewed.
For·those of you who wish to remain on the audience side, it's not
unusual for "McCormick's Matchbox Circus" to make fairly
spontaneous appearances if the weather's nice. ·So if you see an oldtime puppet booth on the mall, or perhaps a young boy named
"Snake Little" introducing a mystical magician out at the Flea
Market, stop for a moment and enjoy. That's what they're there for.

GffNT/.EM£1.1, 713!./. M0 Ml'/ ON
i3ARJ1! .4R& YOU t(JMRJNG 7JIOS&
M.4Sk5? 51/RELY YOU'RE NOT

Beginning Wednesday, Febr!lary 8, classes in magic and clowning
will be taught by Anthony from 7:30 to 9:30p.m. at the Albuquerque
Dance Theater, 805 Tijeras NW. There is a limit of 15 students for the
seven-week course, and as Anthony may not have the opportunity to
teach it again for several months, those interested should contact him
at 265-7465.

Pf?DT!iCTING !<ELATIV&S OR

IN

Buyl
Getl

NO, BUT W&.'Ve
601 MI!FT/3RMS
COMIN/3 UP, MAN ..

NHOAI

SAY NO
f.10RJ3!

I

FREE
.

5-7 Mon. - Fri.
Mon.&Wed. FREE BEER*
8:30pm-10pm
Tues.&Thurs. LADIES NIGHTS*
8:30pm-10pm ·
(All Ladies Well Drinks FREE)
"$1.00 Cover
Lunches Served Mon. -Fri.

Boogie To:

Speakeasy
Uncle Narsty's
Ubder New Management

Entertainment 6 Nites 4418 Central S·E·

by Garry Trudeau

Students Celebrate

·chinese New ·Year Hailed!

By NICKI KARST
LOBO Staff Writer
The Year of the Horse (4676) was
welcomed festively Sunday night by
friends and members of the Chinese
Student Association at a party in
the Aquinas Newman Center.
Monday, Feb. 6, is the first day of
the new year according to the
'Chinese lunar calendar.
Streamers, lanterns, anri Chinese
paintings created an Oriental atmosphere at the center. Many
women came in traditional Chinese
dre~ses.

The celebration began with the
clanging of symbols, the beating of
a drum, and the grand appearance
of two students in an ornate lion
costume. The "lion dance" is a
Chinese tradition in which pe•oplle

through the streets.
The lion was led by the "smiling
Buddha," a man dressed in a long
blue robe with a big red .grinning
mask. The beast stayed until he was
given a red envelope which
traditionally should be filled with
money donated by the crowd.
Jang-Yuh Yao, president of the
Chinese Student Association, then
welcomed everyone and explained
the meaning of the Chinese
calligraphy on banners decorating
the walls. "They are sym bois of

health and happiness for the
coming year," he said.
An !!-course dinner was served
to more than 200 persons who
attended the party, while Chinese
music played in the background.
Quail eggs with chicken balls,
spiced chicken wings, and sauteed
beef with oyster sauce were among
the delicacies that were prepared by
Chinese students and some UNM
professors' wives.

The Peace Corps ...

A MIND BLENDING
EXPEHIENCE
Share your skills and experience
anci gain an understanding of
other cultures, other ways.
Sign Up Now For Interview
Seniors I Grads
Mesa Vista Hall 2nd Floor
Reps On Campus ·Mon. -Wed. Feb. 13·15
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Utes Smother BVU In Weekend Play

The Splendot of Hnncock

By JANE QUESNEL
., The light from the setting sun
::E filtering through the stained glass
~ windows of the First United
Methodist Church served to make a
\0
perfect setting for the awes~me
OJ)
splendor
of the Baroque organ
tU
il< -music which organist Gerre

';:(

Hancock brought to the Vesper
Series audience last- Sunday.
Hailing from St. Thomas Church
in New Y-ork City, where he is
principal organist and choirmaster,
Hancock presented a program
ranging from Baroque to contemporary organ writing, closing

,THERE'S NO TIME LIKE
· THE PRESENT
THERE'S NO PLACE LIKE
VISTA
Sign Up Now For Interview
Seniors I Grads
Mesa Vista Hall 2nd Floor
Reps On Campus- Mon.- Wed. Feb. 13-15

PANCHO ViLLA
TEQUILA

By PETER MADRID .
LOBO Sports Editor
With a win over Brigham Young
Saturday night in Provo, Utah and
a Colorado State loss to New
Mexico, the Utah Utes remain in
second ·place . in the Western
Athletic Conference basketball race
behind the league-leading Lobos.
The Utes of coach Jerry Pimm
shot a blistering 69 percent from the
floor and had five players in double
figures to subdue the Cougars 89-76in the Marriott Center.
With half the 1978 WAC season
over, each conference team has had
the chance to play against the other
seven.
New Mexico, which has won five
of its seven WAC games on the
road, will have only one road swing
in the second half of the WAC
season. February 23 the 'Pack
travels to Salt Lake City and on
Feb. 25 UNM travels to Provo.
Utah, now 5-2 in the WAC, also

We supply communication sys- '
tems to the Telephone Industry
. . . railroads . . . power utllitles
... petroleum and pipeline companies ... broadcast and CATV
firms . . . government agencies
and a wide spectrum of private
business organizations.
Our location Is superb- in the
heart of the beautiful San Francisco Peninsula ... Our environment Is stimulating and productive . . . our compensation and
benefits are most attractive.

GTE LENKURT INTERVIEWS

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 15
on University of New Mexico Campus

If your interests lie in the design
and development of communi·
cations circuitry and systems,
this is an exceptional opportunity.
This is an Individually tailored
program In one or more specific
product groups such as Microwave, Data Transmission, Com·
ponent Development, Frequency
and Pulse Code Modulation, Fil·
ters and Networks, and Test
Engineering.
If you are graduating with a BS or MS
In E.lectrlcal or E.lectronlcs EngineerIng, you should sign up fot an Interview-now-Contact the College
Placement Office for more Information
on our Company.

1105 County Road, San Carlos, CA 94070 415/595·3000 ·

We are an equal opportunity employer.
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NM Public Interest
Research Group

(NMPIRG)
Availability Of Aefund
The NMPIRG is funded by $2.00 out of each
semester's activity fee.
• Amount of refund- $2° 0
• Refund Period- Feb. 13-Feb. 24
• Location of refund- SUB Box Office
• How to obtain refund- Show Student ID

Advantages of paying s2oo to NMPIRG
1. Membership in a nation-Wide organization working with
your interest in mind
2. Free advice on consume,, social and environmental
proolems
3. Free literature pertaining to NMPIRG projects
Renters Guide, Grocery Survey, Birth Control, Energy Cons.
Handbook, And Many Many More

Disadvantages of collecting refund
1. Ineligibility to vote or run for NMPl RG board of directors
2. Non support of NMPIRG's consumer, social and environmental projects
This advertisement is in no way meant to discourage the
exercise of your right to a refund, but simply to inform you of
its availability. If you have any questions or comments,
please call NMPIRG at 277-2757 ot visit the office at 139 Har- .
vardSE.

~

Do You Need
Cash?
1\

Earn $15.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

Blood
Plastna
•

Lead~a

throws to down state-rival Arizona then turned the ball over unable to televised game Saturday afternoon.
in overtime 69-64. With the score score.
_.....
In the other WAC game over the ~
tied 59-59 with 2:37 left in
Wyoming also won its contest weekend, New Mexico remained _
regulation time, the Wildcats against UTEP in overtime by a undefeated in WAC play by ~
stalle~ for more than two minutes score of 77-74 in a regionally downing CSU in Fort Collins 91-82. 00
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Matheney 18 points, Tom
Chambers 16 points, and Danny {~
Vranes 15 points.
:J'-'
In other WAC games over the .,,..
weekend, ASU hit 19-of-19 f ree
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New Mexico
·7 0
1.000
Utah
5 2
.714
Colo. St.
4 3
.571 ·
Ariz. St.
4 3
.571
Arizona
3 4
.429
BYU
3 4
.429.
Wyoming
2 5
.286
UTEP
0 7
.000
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Lobo wrestling coach Ron
Jacobsen had tQ move each one of
his wrestlers up one weight class
Saturday afternoon and the result
was a 19-18 loss to the Air Force
Academy.
The UNM grapplers had to
forfeit the 118-pound class, giving ··
the Falcons the lead before the meet
began.
Heavyweight wrestler Paul
Marfiz could only manage a tie
against his bigger opponent. A win
by Marfiz would have given the
Lobos the meet.

Stomping o.t the So.voy
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Air Force Nips
Lobo Wrestlers

Opportunities for Graduates exist
in the following area:

( Cj i #I LEnKURT

has only one road swing remaining
this season. February 16 the Utes
travel to Tucson, Ari. to tangle with
the Wildcats and on Feb. 18
Pimm's squad treks to Tempe to
meet the Sundevils.
In Saturday night's win over the

~~

Try An Omelette With Us
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New Mexico Union Food Service

This Coupon Good for A
FREE!~ Genp of CC®iiff~® (ll.tanll."~f!!;
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With the purchase of any omelette in
The Omelette Shoppe- New Mexico Union
Food Service. Offer expires
Feb.10,1978
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Also losing and wrestling out of
his class was junior team captain
Gary Hines. Hines, previously 25-11 on the year, lost a 7-3 decision.
On a brighter note for the Lobos,
tough butch Escalante pinned his
man.
The Lobos next match will be
Wednesday night at 7:30 against
Northern Colorado. Friday and
Saturday the grapplers will host the
13th Annual Lobo Invitational in
Johnson Gym.

Product Development
Engineering
Training Program
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Utah After Lobo WAC Cage

with· an improvisation on two
melodies which were not given him
_
until the end of his program.
The recital opened with "Veni :
Creator," from the famous Livre •
d'Orgue by Nicolas de drigny.
Following were three settings of •·"Nun komm, der Heiden
Heiland," and the Passacaglia in C .
minor (BWV 5s1), both by J.S.
Bach. The latter, a set of 20
variations culminating in a double
fugue, was the finest piece of the __
afternoon.
Bright splashes of sound
highlighted "Pageant," by Dr. Leo
Sower by, the last number on the
To.ke the "A" Tto.ln
program. Written in 1931, a major
portion of the work lies in the
pedalling, requiring complete
mastery of the feet.
Hancock was then presented with_
two hymn tunes which he played
through for the audience. After a
Bubbling Brown Sugar, the explosive Broadway musical which plays
slight pause, he began to improvise
tomorrow
night, Wednesday Feb. 8 at Popejoy Hall, is currently
with rapidity and clarity, both tunes
celebrating its second year of sold-out performances in New York and is
easily distinguishable.
Gene Hancock is a master of his the winner of the 1977 Gram my Award for Best Broadway Cast Album.
Bubbling Brown Sugar is a celebration of the black music and cultureinstrumen-t, noteworthy not only
for technical skills, but for the in short, the history of Harlem. It's a show that is bursting with joy, talent,
images he is able to create - from exuberance_ and enough show-business pizazz to send everybody out of the
hushed scenes of monastic solitude theatre singing, dancing and applauding with delight.
Through Loften Michell's book we are introduced to a skeptical young
to dramatic portraits of towering
Gothic cathedrals. It is with eager black couple and a skeptical young white couple who are invited to tag
anticipation that Albuquerque along on a historical tour of the past. The tour takes the couples to the
speakeasys on Lenox Avenue, to Smalls Paradise and the old Savoy
audiences await his return.
ballroom-anywhere the action was in the days when Harlem put music on
the map.
There is plenty of music more than 30 tunes, that this talented cast of 20
sings and dances with a feverish pitch throughout the production, Such
songs as "Honeysuckle Rose," "Sweet Georgia Brown," "Sophisticated
Lady," "Take the A Train," "Stompin' at the Savoy" and "His Eye is on
the Sparrow" are a few of the musical renditions offered in Sugar. The
golden age of Harlem included such notables as Duke Ellington, Billie
iiiiii!i!!!!!!!!!i!!!!!i!!!i!!!ii!!i~i!!!il- Holiday, Lena horne, Ella Fitzgerald, Fats Waller, Ethel Waters, Bessie
~
Smith, Billy Eckstein and Bill ''Boj;mgles" Robinson.
Bubbling Brown Suger has music and dancing that towers above most
Broadway shows. It doesn't bubble, it explodes on the stage.

You'll make the
right cormections
at (C"i i #I LEOKURT
Join a Company moving quickly
into tomorrow ... GTE LEN KURT,
an established leader- worldwide- in State-of-the-Art design
and manufacture of video, voice
and data communication systems
and related electronic equipment.
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Bubbling Brown Sugar
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The Cultural Program Committee
The University of New Mexico

Popejoy H~ll
- Now On Sale At Popejoy Hall and SUB Box Offices

THE ROYAL BALLET
OF FLANDERS
•

Monday, February 13
Tickets: $8.00, $7.00$5.00
ASUNM/GSA Students V2 Price
Celebrity Series

- First American Tour
Presenting:
Cantos Firmus (Music By Bach)
Three Preludes (Stevenson)
Grand Hotel (Music By Charles Chaplin)
The Green Table (Kurt Jaos)

Donor Center
8 am to 5 pm

Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

The Incomparable

VINCENT
PRICE
IN
"The Villains Still Pursue Me"
UNM Cultural Series

Friday, Feb. 17
Tickets:

$7 .00,
$6.00,
$4.00
ASUNM/GSA
Students
Vz Price

I

SPECIAL
OOLLECI'lONS
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PERSONALS
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
lraception, slcriih:ution, abortion. Rlghr to Choose,
;!94-0171.
U15

THB

AMERICAN

DOLLAR

has

dcprcc:lated

-~ consldcrnbly against the German Mark. This will
Q cause Blrkcnstocks to increase in price $~/pr. starting
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Feb. )3. Birkenslocks now 20% off o.!d price until
Feb.JI at Wild Rose, 2916 Cen~raiSE, f:66-9946.

~

2110
DR.

fi.\RNIC'K

IS

INTERf.STED in locntina

chih.lrcn from 9-36 months of age to participate in a
$Htdy on play. If you are interested, plea.!!e ca112774209.
2/10
BE A CLOWN, Claliscs in magict juggling 1 mime,
puppets with Michael Anthony, 265-7465,
217
CONTACTS?? POLISHING & SOLUTIONS, Casey
Optical Company, 255.8736.
tfn
FIRST LESSON FREE. Flat-picking or classical.
Experienced teacher. Private lessons. Call Marc at L
& M Music Studio: 247-StSS.
· 2/10
KNOW SOMETHING THAT might make .u gopd
news story? Call the LOPO news tip 'hotline, 2775656.
.
2/10

can't make It during the day, I'll buy you dinner or~
snack some night. They're open until midnight on
weekdays and I am on weekends, so if you get a
chanee give me a call and we'll IJU!.ke a da:te, Nick, 217
l'T'S ABOUT <;f(OICE, You get to efiCpand the areas
of aliveness in your life; health 1 love, sallsfaction,
happines.~, and full 5elf·cxpre~sion, Or, you can l'e
where you are right now, JNSIGHTTRAINlNO. The
weekend experience of your life. Call John 1·9 prn,
Monday thru Frlday, 298-7549.
217

2.

LOST & FOUND

t~OST

CA1, LARGE grey-brown-black long haired,
nufry tailed, short legged male, no collar, named
Riley. Gone since Jan. 2:5 from area Ash aod Silver.
Please ca\1247-2697 if found.
2/10
SCRIMSHAW RING w/bllttcrfly, Women's
restroom Mitchell Hall, Feb, 1. Please return.
Reward, Call Julls 268·48i0.
217
FOUND: THURSDAY MORNING on 7 Am incoming NE Hcigius bus -Indy's glove. Claim Rm, 105
Marron Hall.
tfn
FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233.
"/.,77-5907,
ss

'i.:OST:

3.SERVICES

SE I~BDRM HOME, fenced yards, kids, pets
wch:~ome, $100. Call 262..1751, Valley Rentals, $30
~
UIO

1978 KIRBY CLASSIC Ill, commercial modeC iith
shag rake and attach~pents, lifetirne ractory warraut)',
lake over small payments, 266-:587J,
2./13

ROOMMATE NEE;DED TO SHARE 2-bdrm
apar!ment. J blocks from l)NM. non~smoker, Steve
243-430 I.
. 2/7

ELECTRONIC IGNITION SPECIALS good thru
February, De!ta Mark lOB $39,95; Megaspar~ 400
$42,95; Tiger SST $34.9,5. 268-:5490, Electronic
2/11
Ignition Snles,
1960 PONTIAC CATA~INA. Body and engine
good. $750.00, ncgotiable,r2tl-J-73$71eave messi:tge,

WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN7 Excellent food (no
limit). Private and double;: rooms. Maid service. 303
Ash NE, 24)-2881.
2/7
GOOD NE 4-1\M DUPLEX. Kids, pets OK, $130.
Call262-17:51, Valley Rcnt~lls, $30 fee.
2/10
NEEDED ROOMMATE TO share a furnished Jbdrm house, swimming pool. $100, Afler 6:00 call
299-1308, Mike.
2/8
ROOMMATE NEEDED, CALL 266-9222, $80.00
2/10
monthly.
ROOMMATE WANTED: BEAUTIFUL house in
Corrales, non-smoker, prefer gr&doate student
working person, $135,898-7798,
2/8

5.

FOR SALE

SINGER FUTURA ZIGZAG sewing machlne, Top
of the Line. Slightly tiSed but still under warranty,
Automatic bobbin winder, has computerized buttonholer and does hundreds of fancY stitches.
Regularly $800, now $1 SO cash. 294~8755.
217

DELUXE MICRO.)'AVE LAROS oven touChmatic,
probe, memory. No down payment, assume small
2/13
monthly payments. 268-4393.
HANDMADE KNOTTY PINE Taos bed couch,
beautiful, 6 ft. long, foam pad. $300. 765-5726. 217
ALBUQUERQUE JOURNAL ONLY JOe, American
OLIN SKI BOOTS. Brand new, IOV~. Milke offer.
cigarettes 48c, every mor.ning 1 at Pipe & Tobacco
294-0840.
217
Road. Vl block rrom UNM. 107 Cornell SB. M-F 9-6
SLEEPING BAG. EDDIE BAUER Karakorum •
FAST
TYPING
266-3953.
2/14
and Sat, 10-5.
2/17
2D.F. mummy. Right for L'illllpcr~, backpackers. 277UNM BOOKSTORE RETURNS POLICY: Last day
FRESH CIGARS--AT PRICES you can afford.
217
5019; 243-1985.
refund
February
II.
I)
Books
must
be
in
for
full
Avallnble at Pipe& Tobacco Road. 10711 Cornell SE.
PAPA~SAN
CHAIR
$40
or
best
offer.
Contact
Ted
original condition. 2) You must have cash receipt! J)
2/8
at 271-4610 or 292-0523 after 5. ·
2110
You must present student ID.
2/10
PHOTOGRAPHY CLASSES FORMING: Short
1974 VEGA STATIONWAGON, clean, air, radial
REPAIR.
CALL.
Mike,
247-9083.
2/10
VOLVO
intcmivc courses in shooting black-and-white, color.
i/7
tires. Asking $1300. 266~30:5I. evenings.
Learn a permanent, valuable skill. Small groups
INCOME TAX PREPARATION forms 1040-A $5,
1975 MUST~NG II MACH ·1; 4-spced, V-6 low
designed to suit your present knowicdge: absolute
1040$7.50. Lollie, 265-3149.
2/10
mileage, good shape, $2650. Call Jay 8·5, 877·5340.
beginners or intermediates. Special sessions in outEXPERIENCED TYPIST. 821-7905.
2/10
2/7
door portraiture, nature & scenics, sports action.
INCOME TAX PREPARATION. In house service,
lntem;ive darkroom instruction if relJucslcd.
FOR REPAIR BILL, zig-zag sewing machine makes
reasonable rates. Tom 243-7387.
2/10
Reasonable tuition. Groups fill up quickly so call
buHonholcs, embroiders, darns. Blind stitches
TYPING EXPERIENCED. ENGINEERING, insoon for information. A-Photographer, 1717 Girard
without attachments, $27.50 and take machine, 266surance, legal, medical, statistical. Cal\266-4770.
NE. 265-2444.
2110
5871.
2/ll
2/10
PITCHERS FOR MEN'S fasHlitch softball needed.
OLD FENDER TELECASTER, hard case, HumTYPING MA ENGLISH. Campus delivery. 2962113
If interested call298-6476,
bucker pickup, white, $200 firm, keep trying, 24.2·
8564.
3/20
2366.
2/7
HAPPY BIRTHDAY VELINDA! May you have a
TYPING AND EDITING, SOc per page. 883very, very Happy Birthday Sugar and just as great a
1968 AND 1969 VW BUG $850 and $9iO each 2993822.2/13
semester. Lots of Love a11d Kisses, LuisJM.
217
8327.
217
CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS: Segovia method.
SPECIAt DRINK PRICES during happy hour at
1977 GUILD D-25 ACOUSTIC w/case cherry finish
2128
Ned's. Extra Special Drink prices during Very Happy . Beginners welcome. 266-929.1.
$275.00 cost $37:5.00 new. 292-3087 after 5:30. 2113
Hour at Ned's.
217
QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
HODAKA IOOcc ENDURO MOTORCYCLE. $90.
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
JOHN JOSEPH CALL LESLIE299-4773.
2113
2/8
255-66<0.
scholastic, Charts& tables. 34:5-2125,
4/29
THE HOPE OF GLORY! Free admission rock
KOSS HEADPHONES, $15. 255-6~10.
2/8
REASONABLE TYPING SERVICE. Call268-4917,
concert. Saturday nite, Febr)Jary 11th, 7~00 at The
UNDERDASII CASSETTE STEREO with fast
Christi&m Center, 12121 Copflcr NE nenr Juan Tabo.
219
rorward and rewind. $30.255-6610.
218
2/10
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and
AM-FM CASSETTE STEREO, mounts in car dash·
now )-minute Passport Photos. No appointment.
IT'S YOUR MAGAZINE! Coutrlbute art,
board, $75.255-6610,
2iB
268-8515.
tfn
photography, prose, poetry, etc, to UNM's creative
MEN'S
FREE-STYLE
SKIS,
size
10
boots,
with
works magazine-ConceptionS-Southwest, Room 10:5
poles. 255-6610.
2/8
Mhrron Hall or UNM Box 20. Deadline February 28.
MINUTEMAN
MISSLE
NOSECONES,
only
used
I fn
once, good for planters or conversation piece. $:5.00
PERRY'S PIZZA (ACROSS from the UNM). We
2/8
each. 255-6610.
PERSON WANTED TO SHARE two bedroom
Deliver. Call843-9750.
2/10
mobile home flvc miles from campus, Junior, senior,
FOR
SALE:
1976
Fiat
131,
5-spced,
excelknt
conMARY, CARRARO'S CHANGED the menu, but
grad preferred·, $80. Call Jim, 266·7935.
217
dition, low mileage, Sony AM·FM stereo cassette.
don't worry they're still serving those great pizzas,
Call Barry, 877-7881.
2/13
TWO FEMALES WANTED to share 3-bdrm house.
heroes and salads. They've added businessman's
Clean,
non-smoking.
Around
Feb.
25th,
268-0183
PEUGEOT
ID·SPEED,
STRAIGHT
handle
bars,
lunches, sandwiches, dinners and even a lo-cal plate.
after S pm.
217
down-tube frame, excellent condition, $60. L'arry,
It seems like they have seating for a hundrcd.lfyou
2/13
COMMUTING WOMAN: DO you want to share 883-7262 after 1:00.
furnished house during week? Excellent neighPEDAL STEEL GUITAR: Call John, 242-2171
NEW MEXICO'~
borhood. Walk to VNM. 2!55·0233, cvcningc;, $90.00.
before 7 pm.
2/8
LARGEST
2/8
NO DOWN PAYME~T Sansu! receiver, 100 watts,
CAMPUS SPECIAL. nicely furnished 1-bdrm, $110,
cassette or 8 track player. Fronolic 6-way speaker,
utilities paid. Call262-1751, Va11ey Rentals, $30 fee.
magnetic turntable, assume small monthly paymentS.
CAPEZJO
~
2/10
266·5871
2113
DANSKIN
~
BIKE TO CLASS. Clean solid l·hdrm, S14S, bills
10 YEAR GUARANTEE unclaimed layaway, color
GYM-KIN · ~
2/10
paid. Call262-1751, Valley Rentals, S30 fee.
television. Brand new guarantee, do down payment,
small monthly payments until balance is paid orr.
$100 CAMPUS 1-BDRM. Large fenced yard, utilities
4121 CEN11AL Nl op-lte Hiland Shoppln8
266-5872.
211)
included. Cal1262-1751, Valley Rentals, SJO fee. 2110
LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now.
Call PENM 842-5200.
tfn
YOU'LL NEED INSURANCE someday so start now
when it costs less, Metropolitan Representative,
2/8
LeRoy Ortiz, 265-8463,
TYPING. lsi QUALITY, 883-7787.
2/24

4.

HOUSING

SELECTION

foil

•1t

fju\ "

Finaneial Aid
Infor•••ation
Question & Answer Session
Wednesday, February 8 in the
Student Union Ballroom
3 to 4 pm and 4 to 5 pm
Deadline for completed financial
aid forms is March :l, 1.978
(for Summer 1978 and Fall
'
Spring 1978-79)

219
MOPEDS ·FROM $399, Vespa Scooters; Vespa,
Peugeot, Herculcs 1 Batavus Mopeds, Service & accessories. J.J. Moped, 3222 Central SE, 268-3949 219

EMPLOYMENT

6.

PART TIME EMPLOYMENT for people who like
people. Work as little as J hrs. per week, or more.
212
Cnli2'J'J.Q401 for more informntlon,
PART-TIME JOB: SALES, Oex.ible hours, good pay,
Possible fulHimesummer. C~ll Phil Franczyk, CLU.
883-5360,
2117
ATTENTION GRADUATE MEDICAL Law
students. Tutors want~t,d. Proficiency in Math,
Verbal, ~asic Science skills. Excellent Pay. Call294·
0416.
2/7

CAMPUS ORGANIZER: ·TRAVEL to NM campuse$ to establish public interest research groups, Car
· and organizing experience essential, Fifteen to twenty
hours per week, Feb-May, $3.25-$3.,50 per hour plus
sornc expenses. Oeadtine is Feb, 8. Semi resume or
ex.pcrience description to NMPIRG. PO Box 4564,
Albuquerque, 87106. 277-2757, Minorities, women
and students encouraged 10 apply,
217
MEN!~WOMENI JOBS ON SHIPS! American.
Foreign. No e;.~perience rcq'uircd, Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel. Summer job or career. Send $3.00
for information lo SI;AFAX, Dept. G-10, Box 2049,
Port Angeles, Washington98362.
2110

8.

-

Them is hope for those who
mm;t travel across the sea of
mud betweon the new art
building and the bookstore, according to UNM's Architecture
Department.
Project Engineer Robert Schmidt said plan:; to completely
• landscape the area northwest
of the art building should be
completed in thme to four
weeks. Ho said work will' get
under way afgter landscaping
around the cancer and lew
buildings is completed.
The area became a problem
when dirt was dumped into it
during construction of the art
building, he said.

MISCELLANEOUS

CHEAP WATERBEDS'I Water Tr_ips $89.95 buys
you I) dark walnut stained rrame, 2.) safety liner, J)
foam comfort pad, 4) any size IJ1Rtlress with 3-year
suarnntec; $89.95. 3~07 Centrnl NE;.1.S5-2289, 2123
DANCEII FEBRUARY 19,1978. )p<n-7pm
Americfl.n Legion Hall, 1201 Mountain Rd. NE.
Music by Spinning Wheel, $6 a couple, $3 single
th::kets available at all Ticket master local ions.
2/lO
SELF-HYPNOSIS WORKSHOP, Friday Feb, lith
from 7:00-9:30 pm and Saturday 10:00 am-:5:00 pm,
Cost $30.00, students $20,00. Phone 262-0066 or 266-

lm.
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Travel to NM Campuses to establish
Public Interest Research Groups
Car and organizing experience essential.
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= 15·20 Hours Per Week Feb.-May
:
: sa.2s.sa.so Per Hr. plus some expenses =
Deadline Feb. 8: Send Resume
or experience description to:
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TDDAY'S CKDSSWDID PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Bog
6 Active one
1 0 Male animal
14 Wonderland
girl
1 5 Apart from
that
16 Small group
17 -----plexus:
Body network
18 Clever peopie.
19 Ita Ita capital
20 Appeared
22 Spelled out
24 Was worthwhile
26 Specimens
27 Soltened
31 Drive a nail
obliquely
32 Bestow
33 Female
horses
35 Buddy
38 Optical
product
39 Resided
40 Unspoken
farewell
41 Before
42 Repeated
design
43111
44 lnterj. of
scorn
45 Canines
47 Installed in
office
51 Primary

source
52 Surpass
54 Unfolded
58 NL membars: Abbr.
59 Moviemaker---Tors
61 Insect stage
62 Sea eagle
63 Hairline
area
64 Furnish serVICe
65 Applied hair
cosmetic
66 Erode with
the teeth
67 Sleeping
sound

1 come
together
2 century
plant
3 Irritate
4 Runs hurriedly
5 -------now
6 ---Line:
Radar
system
7 Fetid
a Colorado
n park
9 Said again
10 Multi-colorad fabric
11 Fishing lure
1 2 -----Semple
McPherson
13 Irritating in-

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Monday's Puzzle Solved:

centlves
21 Morse code
sound
23 Minor
prophet
25 Relinquish a
function
27 Death rattle
28 Widemouthed jug
29 Highway
strip
30 Cranelike
device
34 Apply
35 Derind
36 State
37 Dregs
39 Scowling
40 Jazz great
Paul -------42 Market

43 Cancer and
Capricorn
44 Expressed
displeasure
46 Australian
animal: lnformal
4 7 Contended
48 Act quickly
49 Do penance
50 Furniture
item
53 Parent: Informal
55 1949 pact:
Abbr.
56 H_ungarian
c'ity
57 Paul q. ----:
Fr. painter
60 Of recent
origin

Library ·Fund
Bill Introduced
An appropriation for $20 million to be divided among libraries of state
insituiutions of higher education including UNM during the next 10 years
was introduced by Sen. Ray Leger, D-San Miguel.
The bill proposes that the money be divided at the rate of two million
dollars a year for the five-year period from Falll978 to Spring 1983.
The last library bond issue began in Fall 1973 and is to run out this
spring.
Library Dean Paul Vassallo .said he is optimistic the bill will pass, but
stressed the importance of the appropriation to the University.
"The current bond issue comprised 53 per cent of our total acquisition
hudgm Ja~t yea•·. It means cssentiai1y that un:e~~ we bavc an increase, Wl:
. will have one half the money to spend. It means we would either have to
pretty much cut out purchasing books and buy only serials, or else cut half
the serials and keep half the books.''
UNM will have received $4 million by the time the 1973 issue runs out.
The proposal asks that the formula dividing the money be based on the
full-time equivalent (FTE) of faculty members, the (FTE) graduate
enrollment, the FTE undergraduate enrollment, (the FTE is determined by
multiplying the number of student or faculty hours by a full-time load), the
undergraduates in honors or independent study programs, field of undergraduate concentration in masters work or equivalent, fields of
graduate concentration in doctoral work or equivalent and existing
collection.
The bill is to go before the Senate Finance Committee today.
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For Mid-Income Families

Student Loans Altered
WASHINGTON
(UPI)-President Carter will
propose a program combining
grants and loans designed to help
rn:ac.ile inl.!oni" families send
children to college and offset an
eight-year cost jump of 71 per cent,
his chief spokesman said Tuesday.
Carter, who will detail the plan
Wednesday along with Secretay
Joseph Califano of Health,
Education and Welfare, mentioned
the need for such a step in his State
of the Union Message last month.
House Speaker Thomas O'Neill,
following a breakfast meeting with
Carter, said the program "will be
aimed at the middle income
groups."

"There's a strong feeling that
other programs in the past have
been aimed at the very poor and the
wealthy," O'Neill said.
Carter'» r• <:6~ Se<.retay J ody
Powell, declining to outline
specifics, said the program "is in
response to the fact that, for
example, from the years 1967 to
1975 college costs have increased by
about 71 per cent."
The average room, board and
tuition at a private college runs
more than $4,000 per year, and at
public insititutions about $2,000, he
said.
"This sort of increase has placed,
not only the lower income families,
but also middle income families in a

position so that their ability to send
their children to college is in
jeopardy," Powell said.
"This is a response to the
President's concern, and .:oncern
expressed in the Congress, about
this problem and the plight patrticularly of middle income families
who are not in a position to receive
adequate aid under existing
programs."
He said funds were included in
Carter's budget to cover most of
the cost, but did not give a dollar
amount.
The administration considers the
proposal an alternative to the
tuition tax credit offered late last
year by Republicans as an amen-

(cont. on pag:o'3)

Lobos Leap Four Notches in AP Ranking
The UNM basketball team
apparently impressed sportswriters
and broadcasters more than
coaches with its two road wins over
Colorado State and Wyoming last
weekend.
The 17-2 Lobos, on a 10-game
winning streak, leaped from lOth to
sixth in the Associated Press poll of
sportswriters and boradcasters in
this weeks' rankings, but retained
their No. 8 position in the United
Press International poll of the
nation's collegiate coaches.
Kentucky retained its ranking as
the No. 1 team in the nation in both
polls by wide margins. However,
the Lobos received one first-place
vote in both polls.
UNM defeated Wyoming 94-91
last Thursday and whipped
Colorado State 91-82 last Saturday
night. The wins improved UNM's
league-leading Western Athletic
Conference record to seven whis
and no defeats. The Lobos are next
in action against Arizona in the Pit
Thursday night.
Both polls agreed on the best five
teams in the nat.ion but varied the
positioning of those teams. AP
listed Kentucky first; Arkansas
second; Marquette third; Notre
Dam!: fourth and UCLA fifth. UPI
ranked Kei:t!fCkY first; Marquette,
second; Arkansa~ thrid; UCLA
fourth and Notre Dame fiitli,
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